Puebla, Cholula and
Tonan/intla Tour
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One day Tour (optional 2 days staying in Puebla)
Date: This Tour is available from Tuesday thru Sunday.
Suggested visit October 31,2020
Departure: From Marquis Reforma Hotel
Hour: 10 hrs.
Tour estimated for minimum 27 people
$ 35. US Dlls. VAT included as well as Cholula tickets.
Includes: Transportation in bus for 32 people.
Tour begins visiting Santa María Tonantzintla, a distinctive barroque Church with a
“talaveresque” facade and a colorful decor in its interior.
Following we will visit Cholula archaeological site where we find the biggest piramidal
structure in America. 7 construction bodies over different period of time lay on top of
each other and can be known through a tunnel.
Then we arrive to Puebla, known as the “Angel city” before lunch time. Visitors will
choose the restaurant of their choice (lunch is not included in Tours cost). Sightseeing of
the downtown historical complex that has 18th Century buildings from he Colonial
period. The Cathedral has one of the tallest church towers and its interior nave offers a
rich view of the magnificent religious architecture of that times.as well as the Rosario
chapel located in the impressive Santo Domingo complex. Both buildings are worth it.
Spare time for shopping typical souvenirs, arts and crafts like the Talavera decorative
objects. Returning at Mexico city at dusk.
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Optional 2 days in Puebla
A 2 day visit to Puebla, Cholula and Tonantzintla staying at hotel of visitors choice:
Boutique Hotel Casa Reyna
Single room

$ 157 USD

Doble room

$ 114 USD per person

Breakfasts not included.
Quinta Real Hotel
Single room
$ 202 USD
Double room
$ 138 USD per person Breakfasts not included.
Additional to the one day locations visited, the trip includes optional museums:
Amparo Museum
Palafoxiana Bibliotheque (18th century library)
Casa de Alfeñique Museum
Santa Rosa Convent
Santa Monica Museum (religious art)
Loreto Fortress
All Tours with certified guide, driver,VAT, Tickets and tips for guide and driver are included.
On the 2d. day returning to Mexico City will be after lunch.
Costs based on 27 passengers as minimum. Price could change if there are less travelers.
Please confirm Tour price and reservation with Travel agency, availability depends on
number of passengers.
Travel Agency: vturisan@hotmail.com
Note: Tour costs, transportation, tickets to museums, hotel and restaurant expenses are not
part of the Congress organization. Solely suggested recommendations for attendees to
decide. Please contact travel agency: vturisan@hotmail.com
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